
Co-Creators and official 
leaders of 7 mln Kaggle 
community

Winners of Recsys2019 and 
10 other prominent AI 
competitions

An award winning & privacy oriented 

Recommendation Engine
made by global AI experts
designed to grow your business



The power of recommendation

of Amazon’s revenue is generated
 by its recommendation engine

of Netflix’s content consumption 
on their platform is driven 

by the algorithms

35% 75%

Recommendations are commonly used by thriving companies as 
a fundamental booster for their business



Beat your competition with 
recommendation system

31% 

of retailers do not use 
recommendations yet

of companies using recommendations 
use slow, old-fashioned recommendation 

systems 

90% 

Don't wait for others to innovate - show them 
how to do it with RecoAI!



Recommendations increase your 
business

Increased 
revenue

Increased 
customer 

engagement 

Increased CTR



RecoAI. Recommendations that keep your 
customers happy – and keep them coming back

RecoAI is an AI - based recommendation engine designed with a 
view to your customers maximum level of satisfaction and taking 
your business to the next of efficiency.

Today’s e-commerce environment is fiercely competitive. With the limitless choice available 
at a click of a button, your customer today might become your biggest competitor’s 
customer tomorrow. And every lost customer is a lost opportunity for growth. In a landscape 
like that, you need every advantage to stay ahead.

RecoAI works by providing visitors to your website with fast and extremely accurate 
suggestions for content or products they are personally interested in. 

RecoAI is that advantage!



What makes us unique? 
RecoAI in practice

It’s fast

It’s accurate

It’s privacy-oriented

It’s versatile

It’s affordable

It’s easy

We’re 2-4 times faster than our 
competitors.

We use many data points.

It’s built with privacy in mind from 
the ground up.

Products, articles, videos, influencer posts 
– mix and match the types of content as 
you like!

It’s not just cost-effective – compared to 
other solutions available on the market, 
it’s a bargain.

We can help your team implement the 
system every step of the way, or even do 
it for you – you can have it up and 
running in just 2 weeks.



Strong technology team - Canada + 
Poland

1

2

3

4

Recsys winners

Grandmasters team

Strong in AI delivery

Trusted by legends 

In 2019 we won the most 
prestigious competition 
for AI recommendation 
systems in the world.

Over 50 successfully 
delivered projects in the 
last 3 years. Company 
already has 3 offices 
(Warsaw, Dubai, Toronto).

Our team includes 
Kaggle Grandmasters 
and winners of over 10 
international data 
science competitions.

Creators of Kaggle Days - 
Company trusted by 
Kaggle and Google to build 
the biggest 7 mln data 
science global community.



Trusted by clients

“LogicAI is a reliable 
partner. They've created a 
complex solution, a 
framework that made it 
possible to prepare 
recommendations based 
on our users online 
behaviours. After 
implementation, we were 
able to achieve CTR up to 
30% higher.” 

“We are happy to develop 
our partnership with 
LogicAI. From the very 
beginning, LogicAI has 
been making every effort 
to understand our and our 
customers' needs. We 
managed to implement 
RecoAI, which helped us 
grow significantly versus 
the previous system.”



Any industry Any device Any content

Desktop computers

Mobile phones

All IoT Devices

Applications

Newsletters

Websites

Push notification 

services

Influencers

Video
E-commerce
Health
Articles, news, media
Real estate
Marketplaces
Online gaming
Job boards
HR & Networking
Music, podcasts
Travel, trips

We fit anywhere



Installation:

Only 2 weeks to 
increase your sales!

Seamless integration in 2 
weeks - we can even do it 
for you.

1. Analysis – we analyze your product 
and suggest a suitable mix of 
recommendations

2. Installation – you decide our 
scope of involvement in the process

3. Onboarding – we teach your team 
to manage the recommendations

4. Operation – RecoAI is now up and 
running



Our system is prepared to help you find best 
recommendation strategies for your business!

You can create your own strategy

You can use an AUTOPILOT based on 
Machine Learning

Simulation - You can try out 
strategies of your choice in a test 
environment

Powerful Client Management Module



Email Address sales@logicai.io
Maria Parysz
LogicAI CEO, RecoAI 
founder

Paweł Jankiewicz
LogicAI CTO, RecoAI 
founder, Kaggle 
Grandmaster

Get to know us

Partnerships

Contact details

Website https://www.recoai.net 

mailto:sales@logicai.io
https://www.recoai.net

